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Introduction
As a generalization of Hadamard matrices, the concept of weighing matrices has been introduced (see Taussky [l 11) . A weighing matrix is a square (0, + 1, -1)-matrix, W, of order n satisfying WW'=kI, , k<n (1.1) where I, is the identity matrix of order n and PV denotes the transpose of W. We write W(n, k) for a weighing matrix satisfying (1.1). The numbers k and IZ are called the weight and order of W(n, k), respectively. A weighing matrix with k = n is called an
Hadamard matrix of order n. Weighing matrices have applications both in design of weighing experiments and in coding theory. For example, W(n, n-l)'s, whose diagonal elements are all zero, provide the best weighing designs under some conditions (see Raghavarao [8, Chapter 171 ) and the weighing codes belong to a family of self-dual codes and symmetry codes (see Seberry and Wehrhahn [9] ).
Two weighing matrices both of order n and weight k are said to be equivalent if and only if one can be transformed into the other by using the following operations:
(i) multiply any row or column by -1; (ii) interchange two rows or two columns.
Chan, Rodger and Seberry [l] classified the inequivalent weighing matrices of any order with weight less than 6. Furthermore, the uniqueness (up to equivalence) of W(12,ll) and W(12,12) were shown by Chan et al. [l] and Hussain [S] , respectively.
Recently, Ohmori [7] completed the classification of weighing matrices of order 12 and weight k for 66 k< 10. All W(12, k)'s were constructed by using the intersection pattern conditions (see [l] for the definition) through the trial and error method, and were classified by using the distribution of the absolute values of the generalized inner product of four rows. As a next step in the investigation process, it is appropriate to consider the classification problem of weighing matrices of order 13. It is known (see Geramita and Seberry [3] ) that if n is odd, then a W(n, k) exists only if k is a square and (n-k)' + (n -k) + 12 n. Thus it suffices to consider only the cases of k = 1,4,9 for the classification problem of W( 13, k). The uniqueness (up to equivalence) of W( 13, 1) and W(13,4) have been proved by Chan et al. [l] . On the other hand, there are two known circulant matrices of W( 13,9), which have the first rows: Seberry and Wehrhahn [9] showed that the linear codes over GF(3) generated by these two weighing matrices have different minimum distances and hence the weighing matrices are inequivalent.
We shall construct 71 weighing matrices W( 13,s)'~ by using the intersection pattern conditions with the aid of a computer and then classify them using the associated matrices of weighing matrices. Finally we show that there are exactly eight inequivalent matrices of order 13 and weight 9. These results may be useful for further classification of all inequivalent lV(n, 9ys.
We shall use the following notations. a.6. ,...c : the Hadamard product of vectors a, 6, . . . , c. For example, let a = (aI, Q), b=(bl,bz) then a~b=(albl,a2bz). (a,b) : the inner product of vectors u and b. Jai : the number of nonzero elements of a vector a. # S : the number of elements in a set S. rr(i,j, . . . . k) : a row signed permutation operating on a matrix (column vector) as _ follows; move the i-th row (element) to the first row (element), the j-th row (element) to the second row (element) by multiplying -1 in addition , . . . . the k-th row (element) to the last row (element). P(iJ> ..*, k) : a column signed permutation operating on a matrix (row vector). up : the vector resulting from the operation by a column signed permutation p on a row vector a.
_p,P)
. . the matrix resulting from the operations by row and column signed permutations 7c and p, respectively, on a matrix X.
Construction
Let Proof. For some i, if I r1 . r2 Yi ) < 2, then it is impossible to have I r1 . vi I = I r2 . ri I = 6 and lvil=9.Hence,Iv,.v,.ril33.Similarly,lul.r2.uil#5and6.Letq,=#(i:lu,.YZ.YiI=3} and q4= # {i:Irl . ~2. YiI = 4). Then q3 + q4 = 11 and 3q3 + 4q4 = 42. Hence, we get the unique solution q3 =2 and q4=9. 0
By Lemma 2, w.l.o.g., we can assume that Irl r2 . r3 I= 3. Also, it is obvious that we have to consider three cases to decide on the third row vector of W up to equivalence.
Let r\ be a vector corresponding to each case. Then, w.l.o.g., we can assume that
. Let W be a weighing matrix such that there is a 3 x 13 submatrix equivalent to Qi but there is no 3 x 13 submatrix equivalent to Qj, where 1 < i B 3 and 1 <'j d i -1. Then we call W a matrix of Type i. Note that for the case i= 1, the condition Q. will be ignored. We shall construct separately weighing matrices of each type. 
Let X's' and XlS2 as shown in Fig. 1 . We shall construct weighing matrices based on the forms of X1* ' and XlT2. 
Proof. Let a=(l, -,0,a4 ,..., a13) be a vector such that (a,xi)=O, la'xi(=6 and (al =9, where Xi is the i-th vector of X 'g'(i=l,2, 3, 13) and ajE{O,l,-1). Then, w.l.o.g., we can assume the next seven conditions: a4 = 1 if a4 # 0: a4 = 1 and a5 = 0 if a4=Oanda~#0;a~=Oifa,=O;a,=1anda~=-1ifas=-1anda~=1;al~=1and 
is a x 13 of X ', and If t;,r={a!(m), ai'(n)}&, we abbreviate it using ti, l = {m, n}. We can now list the elements of Tj in numerical order, i.e.: Table 1 Vectors to decide on the fifth and sixth rows of a matrix Y',j a:(,) Then RI = R(;4%P4) and (a:(3))P4=u: (7), (cz:(~))~"=u:(~), i.e., (t:,2)p4~{(a:(3))P4, (~:(8))~"}=(4,7}=t:,~. 71 rI=z(3,1,2,4,5), prr=p(1,2,3 8 7 6 11 10 12 4,5,6,13); )_)_)_)___)_) n 12=rc(3,2,1,4,5), p12=(1,2,3 11 10 12 8 7 9 5 4 6 13); , _) -9 -3 _> _> _) -9 _> _> 71 ~3=41,2,3,4,5), ~~3=~(1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 Proof. We can construct y,! weighing matrices based on Z,? by using a computer. The algorithm is as follows: (i) make a set of vectors which are orthogonal to each row of Z:, and (ii) choose 6 vectors, which are orthogonal to each other, from the set of vectors constructed by (i).
The computation was performed on a PC-9801 computer. It took about 30 seconds in CPU time for each Z: on the average. Let W,,, be a weighing matrix based on ZI, where l-1 m= 1 yt+l' (161'gyf).
n=1
Such { Wm} are listed in Table 2 with the abbreviated forms as follows:
(i) the name of a weighing matrix (for example, (m)) is arraied; (ii) for each row of a weighing matrix, the number is corresponded, i.e., for the row (a I, ..., ui3), the number f tii3', where ai = tii (mod 3) and 0 < tii < 2; i=l (iii) the numbers corresponding to each rows of a weighing matrix are arraied in order starting from the first row.
This completes the proof. Cl
Type 2. We can use methods similar to those used to obtain weighing matrices of But it can be shown that a weighing matrix containing ri, r2 and rfj3 is equivalent to a matrix of Type 1. Hence, the case r:j3 shall be omitted. Put X '7 1 and X 2, 2 as shown in Fig. 3 .
The next lemma is obvious. Let Yzsi and Y2, 2+j be the matrices embedding vi-l(i) and y:,'(j) into the fourth rows of X ', ' and X 2, ', respectively, where i = 1,2 and 1 d j < 6. We have the next lemma by computer calculation. 
Class@cation of weighing matrices
(1 G i <4). Then there exist 3 x 13 submatrices, which are equivalent to Q2, for P3 and P4. It is easily shown that Pi and P2 are equivalent. Thus, we may use u&l as 13th row of X to construct weighing matrices of Type 3. Setting X 3, ' as shown in Fig. 4 .
The next lemma is obvious. 
Classification
Let W be a weighing matrix of order 13 and weight 9. By Lemma 1, any 3 x 13 submatrix of W is equivalent to one of Al, . . . , As, where Let WF (1 did 8) be matrices having the associated matrices KT. Then, w.l.o.g., we can assume that WT (1 < i < 8) be matrices as shown in Fig. 5 .
Moreover, we can show that W,,, is equivalent to one of W:, Wt, . . . . Wg for m = 1,2, . . . ,71 (Table 2 contains matrices were discussed by Sylvester [lo] in 1867 and Hadamard [4] conjectured in 1893 that they exist for orders 1,2 and 4 x n, for every natural number n. But until now it is not known whether the conjecture is generally true or not. The list of unknown Hadamard matrices of order 4 x 1, 1 Q 2000, was given in Miyamoto [6] who states that the minimal order is 4 x 107. Hence we propose the following. The list of inequivalent W'(n, 1 < kb n<20 was given in Chan et al. [l] (except W(17,9)). It is known (see Geramita et al. [2] ) that a W(n, 9) exists for n 3 22. Hence we propose the following.
Problem 4.3.
Determine whether W(17,9) and W(21,9) exist or not.
